DASSH Associate Deans of Learning and Teaching Network
Adelaide Meeting 3rd and 4th April 2012

Theme: ASSH Education and Employment

Dear DASSH Associate Deans of Learning and Teaching,

We are delighted that you can join us for the Network meeting in Adelaide starting in the afternoon on Tuesday 3rd April. Full details of the program are below, including information about venues for the meetings and dinner on Tuesday evening. A map of Adelaide CBD and the University of Adelaide North Terrace Campus is attached with venues indicated.

Further information about each Wednesday session, including possible questions for discussion, will be circulated to member attending the meeting later this week.

Finally, could you please confirm before noon Friday 30th March that you are attending the Tuesday night dinner and any specific dietary requirements.

Regards,
Mike Wilmore (University of Adelaide) and Lynne Badger (UniSA)

FINAL PROGRAM

Tuesday 3rd April (University of Adelaide)
- 4.00pm Discussion of on-going Network Projects and drinks (Napier Building, G53; other rooms can be made available for project meetings on request)
- 5.30-8.30pm Dinner at Jolleys Boat House (1 Jolleys Lane, corner of Victoria Drive and King William Road beside the river)

Wednesday 4th April (University of Adelaide; all sessions in the Margaret Murray Room, Union House Level 4, unless otherwise indicated)
- 9.00-10.30 Work Integrated Learning and ASSH Graduate Employment: Academic Perspectives. A round table discussion with contributions from:
  - Mike Wilmore and Charlotte Bedford (Adelaide, Bachelor of Media internship course)
  - Ian Goodwin-Smith and Amanda Phillis (Adelaide, Arts Internship and Community Engagement courses)
  - Jane Andrew (Director of matchstudio, an innovative teaching and learning and applied research initiative that focuses on developing and implementing experiential learning opportunities with real clients to reflect the competitive environment of professional practice within the visual art, architecture and design sectors)
  - Veronika Kelly (Lecturer in the UniSA School of Art Architecture and design, who utilises work integrated learning to develop students' competence in applying design principles,
processes, strategies and practices to a variety of design projects that address issues of social and ecological sustainability in contemporary contexts).

- **10.30-11.00** Morning tea/coffee and briefing on ADLT Network activities from Joy Wallace

- **11.00-12.00pm** Employers round table.
  - Mr Keith Preston, Manager, Arts and Cultural Development Programs, Migrant Resource Centre
  - Dr Sageran Naidoo, Manager, Anglicare SA
  - Dr Jo Fildes, Mission Australia
  - Dr Catherine Manning, Migration Museum, Government of SA
  - Ms Shelley Dunstone, Legal Circles
  - Ms Becky Li, currently Manager, China and North East Asia Office of International Coordination Department of the Premier and Cabinet, Government of South Australia
  - Mr Darren Peacock, Director, Sweet Technology Pty Ltd and representing History SA
  - Ms Rebecca Wessels, Manager, Youth Services, Australian Refugee Association Inc/Youth JET

- **12.00-12.30** Hub Central tours *(meet at Hub Central Mezzanine)*: Guided tours of the new student learning facility at University of Adelaide led by Hedley Reberger (Student Services Manager)

- **12.00-1.00** Lunch at the Hub Central Mezzanine *(a packed lunch to eat there or take away if you wish to attend the Hub tour)*

- **1.00-2.00** Update on ALTC Arts Employment Project key findings from Prof Nick Harvey (Project CI and Executive Dean, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Adelaide)

- **2.00-3.00** Student perspectives on ASSH study and employment. A number of current students and graduates have agreed to contribute their views on this topic:
  - Nicholas de Rozario (Geography), student intern 2009 with Adelaide City Council; currently working as GIS officer, Dept of Transport, Energy and Infrastructure
  - Alexandra Blue (Media/Arts), student intern 2009 with SA Writers' Centre; currently working at KOJO
  - Emily Thwaites-Tregilgas (International Studies), student intern 2010 with Australian Institute for International Affairs; currently working as Research Assistant/Events Coordinator, Centre for Housing, Urban and Regional Planning (CHURP)
  - Miranda Sulda (International Studies/Arts), student intern with Govt Dept, currently working for the Dept of Human Resources
  - Mark Dean (Social Sciences), student intern 2011 with Institute for Social Research, currently studying Honours in Anthropology
  - Carissa Digance (Arts/Science), student intern 2010 with Adelaide City Council, currently working for SANTOS
Paul Gunner (Social Science), student intern 2011 with The Smith Family
Catriona Standfield (Arts/Development Studies/Diploma of Languages), student intern 2011 with the United Nations supervised by Alexander Downer
Julia Law (Arts), student intern 2011 with The City of Salisbury; previously worked for the City of Salisbury and currently employed by Centre for Housing, Urban and Regional Planning (CHURP)

- 3.00-3.15 Afternoon tea/coffee
- 3.15-4.00 Plenary session and planning for the DASSH Annual Conference

The meeting is timed to end at 4pm to make it possible for people to get flights home without too many problems on Wednesday night.

Contacts:
- Michael Wilmore (University of Adelaide) (08) 83134289 or 0431 910164, michael.wilmore@adelaide.edu.au
- Lynne Badger (UniSA) (08) 83024034, Lynne.Badger@unisa.edu.au
Adelaide CBD

30 minutes to airport via taxi

Taxi rank corner Pulteney Street and Rundle Mall